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Abstract
Micro�uidic on-chip production of microgels employing external gelation has numerous biological and
pharmaceutical applications, particularly for the encapsulation of delicate cargos, however, the on-chip
production of microgels in micro�uidic devices can be challenging due to problems such as clogging
caused by accelerated progress in precursor solution viscosity. Here, we introduce a novel micro�uidic
design incorporating two consecutive co-�ow geometries for micro�uidic droplet generation. A shielding
oil phase is employed to avoid emulsi�cation and gelation stages from occurring simultaneously, thereby
preventing clogging. The results revealed that the micro�uidic device could generate highly
monodispersed spherical droplets (coe�cient of variation < 3%) with an average diameter in the range of
60–200 μm. Additionally, it was demonstrated that the device could appropriately create a shelter of the
oil phase around the inner aqueous phase regardless of the droplet formation regime and �ow
conditions. The ability of the proposed micro�uidic device in the generation of microgels was validated
by producing alginate microgels utilizing an aqueous solution of calcium chloride as the continuous
phase. 

Introduction
There has been a thriving interest in micro�uidics due to their breadth of applications in diverse branches
of science and industry, from biological applications to food science and chemistry. By operating at a
miniature scale, micro�uidic systems can offer advantages such as regulating and manipulating �uids
with tremendous precision, enabling precise control over small sample volumes, and reducing analysis
time [1]. Attention to the droplet-based micro�uidic systems has been expanding extensively in past
decades due to their substantial applications in various areas, such as cell culture [2], chemical synthesis
[3], extraction and phase transfer [4], etc.

The production of emulsions and microparticles employing micro�uidic platforms has gained noteworthy
attention in recent years due to their signi�cant bene�ts over traditional bulk methods [5]. In the so-called
bulk methods, such as precipitation polymerization and emulsion polymerization, there is minimal control
over particles monodispersity, uniformity of crosslink density, and morphology, especially for creating
complex geometries such as multiple emulsions [6]. In contrast, droplet-based micro�uidics systems
facilitate practical and precise control in the fabrication of microparticles and emulsions [7].
Monodispersed microdroplets generated in micro�uidic platforms can provide a compartment in which
reactions or species can be separated from the surrounding environment, so it is �tting for quantitative
investigations on cell analysis applications and suggests a meaningful number of opportunities in
biological and chemical applications [8]. Furthermore, droplet-based micro�uidics technology allows the
generation of monodispersed and shape-controlled microgels, which has numerous applications in cell
biology [9], tissue engineering [10], drug delivery [11], and separation processes [12].

The micro�uidic production of the microgels typically consists of two steps, including micro�uidic
emulsi�cation of forerunner solutions and gelation of the produced droplets, which can be done in either
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on-chip or off-chip mode. The on-chip gelation method is commonly favored since it has numerous
advantages over off-chip gelation, including simpli�ed manipulation of the microgels’ morphologies,
facilitated way for loading a wide diversity of cargos, and continuous production of the microgels with an
extraordinary degree of monodispersity [13], [14]. Yet, there are several outstanding challenges with the
on-chip gelation method, one major factor being the immediate development of the cross-linking process,
which may result in the occlusion of the microchannels and/or inlets and outlets. The production of
microgel with controlled morphology and dispersity also requires the inclusion of a time lag between the
emulsi�cation and gelation processes [14]. Several research groups have come up with some innovative
ideas to solve this issue. One novel idea, �rst proposed by Wang et al. [15], took advantage of a blocking
stream to prevent premature gelation. In their study, a water stream was incorporated in the middle
microchannel to inhibit the mixing of ionic triblock copolymers with a separate charge, which moves in
the side microchannels prior to the �ow-focusing nozzle. Similar work was presented by Mazutis et al.
[16], employing a two consecutive �ow-focusing con�guration. They passed a water �ow stream from the
central channel, which prevented the immature generation of alginate microgels from cross-linking with
the calcium chloride solution.

Micro�uidic preparation of precursor solutions can be fundamentally classi�ed into two approaches:
channel-based micro�uidics and planner surface approach [17]. In the so-called channel-based systems,
the interaction among continuous and dispersed phases causes the breakup and generation of single
droplets. In contrast, in the planner surface technique, or as regularly called digital micro�uidics, from an
actuation mechanism through electrowetting or dielectrophoresis techniques, the breakup happens [18].
There are some conventional geometries to generate droplets in micro�uidic systems, named T-junction
[19], �ow-focusing [20], co-�owing [21], membrane [22], and step emulsi�cation [23], which are classi�ed
in channel-based micro�uidics. As a general comparison between mentioned emulsi�cation methods,
membrane structures provide the highest throughput, while they suffer from a relatively poor
monodispersity [24]. From another point of view, among the mentioned structures, co-�ow geometry
requires a minimum surface treatment procedure because the core �uid stream remains enclosed within
the continuous stream during droplet formation [25]. Hence, the inner jet stream does not touch the
microchannel wall, and therefore no surface wall treatment is required for the production of
microdroplets. This con�guration also bene�ts from high monodispersity and signi�cant throughput of
droplet generation compared to other conventional geometries [1]. Various combinations of the
aforementioned geometries have been widely used due to take advantage of both geometry [26] and
generation of double emulsions [27] such as two subsequent T-junctions [28], �ow-focusing [29], and co-
�owing [30], a combination of T-junction and co-�owing [31], and a combination of T-junction and �ow-
focusing [32]. As discussed earlier, on-chip gelation of microdroplets still remained a challenging
technique due to the need to precisely control the gelation process within the microchannel, which
requires to be studied more.

In this study, we developed a novel micro�uidic device for the generation of highly monodispersed
spherical microgels using double co-�ow geometry. Our proposed design included the features of facile
emulsi�cation and controllable gelation to mitigate challenges with the micro�uidic production of
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microgels. Concerning the emulsi�cation process, we employ a double co-�ow geometry comprised of the
two same-level high aspect ratio co-�ow channels introduced in our previous study [25]. In the proposed
double co-�ow geometry, a shielding oil phase is utilized to extend the crosslinking process to the end of
the microchannel at the outlet to have highly monodispersed and spherical droplets. We have also
examined the effects of all three phase �ow rates on the diameter and size distribution of microdroplets.
Besides, an off-chip evaluation of the shape and size of microgels revealed a succeeding gelation
process in the proposed micro�uidic device.

Materials And Methods

Materials
The inner phase consisted of 1.5% (wt) Sodium alginate (19–40 kDa) dispersed in deionized water. The
shielding phase consisted of a mixture of 0.3% (w/w) Span 80 in light mineral oil (Sigma-Aldrich). The
crosslinking phase comprised an emulsion of calcium chloride aqueous solution as a crosslinking agent
with two different concentrations of 0.1 and 1 mol/L. All experiments were conducted at room
temperature (20°C) and atmospheric conditions (1 bar).

Geometric Model
The proposed geometry comprises three distinct rectangular microchannels with the same axis, which is
shown in Fig. 1a. All three internal channels have a width of 40 µm, while the outer channels close to the
side walls have a 60 µm width, and the micro�uidic chip has a constant height of 120 µm. The inner
phase is introduced through the central channel, while the intermediate shielding phase is injected from
its two side channels. The crosslinking phase also �ows from the outermost channels. The total length of
the main channel is about 5000 µm, which is su�cient for diminishing the effects of the outlet on the
droplet formation. All inlets and outlets are circular in shape with an average diameter of 1100 µm.

The shape of the fabricated mold, particularly at the junctions, was assessed with the use of a surface
pro�lometer (Pro�lm3D, Filmetrics). A view of the probe passing along the fabricated mold is presented in
Fig. 1b. The pro�le of the silicone-SU-8 mold showed a satisfactory depth and proper space between
walls (Fig. 1c).

Microfabrication
The PDMS channel was produced in the cleanroom using a SU-8 mold fabricated on a silicon substrate.
SU-8 2075 (MicroChem Corp) was spin-coated on a 3 inches silicon wafer considering the guideline
provided by MicroChem to achieve 120 µm mold height. The silicon wafer was soft-baked at 65℃ and
95℃ for 3 and 5 minutes, respectively. It was then exposed to the Ultraviolet (UV) light and is proceeding
under Post-Exposure-Bake (PEB) at 95℃ for 5 minutes. Instantly, the silicon wafer was immersed in the
SU-8 developer for about 8 minutes and patterned. After wiping with isopropanol, the mold was hard-
baked for almost 30 minutes at 150 ℃.
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A proper amount of PDMS and its curing agent (Dow Corning) are mixed with a 10:1 ratio and poured
over the mold. Following the elimination of bubbles in a desiccator and curing in the oven at 70℃ for
about �ve hours, the PDMS channel was peeled off, and the inlets and outlets were punched using a 1
mm puncher. Ultimately, the PDMS and glass surfaces are treated in an oxygen plasma chamber and are
bonded immediately.

On-Chip Gelation
In order to generate alginate microgels, the inner aqueous phase containing 1.5% w/w of alginate in DI
water was inserted from the central channel, and the shelter phase containing 0.3% w/w Span 80 in light
mineral oil was injected through the side channels. The mineral oil acted as the continuous phase for the
generation of alginate microdroplets as well as a shelter phase to prevent the immediate development of
the cross-linking process. The crosslinking phase consisted of an aqueous solution of calcium chloride
with two various concentrations of 0.1 and 1 mol L− 1, which was �owed through the outermost channels.

In the proposed con�guration, alginate microdroplets remained enclosed by the shelter phase up to the
end of the main channel. At the outlet, which functioned as a step due to a greater height compared to the
other parts of the microchannel, the shelter phase ruptured, resulting in the penetration of the crosslinking
phase to the alginate microdroplets, creating microgels at the outlet of the device. The produced
microgels then left the device through a silicone tube and were collected in microtubes. It should be noted
that using the proper concentration of calcium chloride in the crosslinking phase (more than 1 mol L− 1),
leads to highly monodispersed and spherical droplets due to the prevention from the cross-linking
process through the channel and gelation process right at the outlet.

Experimental Setup and Image Analysis
The setup includes a biological microscope (Zeiss Company, Germany), a high-speed video camera
(XIMEA Company, Germany), three automatic syringe pumps (SAMA Instruments) for relatively constant
�ow infusion to the micro�uidic channels, the microfabricated PDMS chip, a computer for collecting
videos and controlling the syringe pumps, and a reservoir for collecting generated microgels. Videos were
obtained at a frequency rate of 2000 Hz and were analyzed using Droplet Morphometry and Velocimetry
(DMV) Matlab-based software [33].

Results And Discussion
We have investigated the in�uence of phase �ow rates on the overall diameter and size distribution of
microdroplets in dual co-�ow geometry, with the presence of shielding oil phase. Also, we have studied
the effects of outer phase �ow rate and calcium chloride concentration on the roundness and size
distribution of produced microgels.

Overall Observation
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The formation of alginate droplets shielding by the middle oil phase from the continuous crosslinking
phase in various �ow conditions is depicted in Fig. 2. In all �ow conditions, the middle oil phase prevents
the inner alginate droplets from crosslinking with the continuous phase along the microchannel. At the
end of the main channel, the middle oil phase ruptures, and the crosslinking process begins. Note that
because of the presence of the silicone tube at the outlet of the channel, the direct observation of the
mentioned happenings was not possible. Nevertheless, the off-chip observation of cross-linked alginate
droplets showed the commencement of crosslinking at the outlet of the designed microchip.

As a general observation, increasing the continuous phase �ow rate results in smaller alginate droplets
and a narrower shielding phase jet (Fig. 2a & b). Similarly, an increment in the �ow rate of the middle
phase leads to the smaller alginate droplets due to the higher shear rate imposed by the middle oil phase.
However, the higher momentum of the shielding jet overcomes the shear rate acted upon by the
crosslinking phase to its interface and results in a wider shielding jet stream (Fig. 2a & c). Finally, the
inner phase �ow rate growth results in the transition from dripping to the jetting regime. This leads to
both larger droplets and wider middle phase jet stream because the shielding jet is blocked by the
forming jet of the inner alginate stream (Fig. 2a & d).

Effect of outer phase �ow rate
The in�uence of crosslinking phase �ow rate on the alginate droplets' equivalent diameter and size
distribution is demonstrated in Fig. 3. As seen in the �gure, the increment of the continuous phase �ow
rate resulted in smaller alginate droplets. The decrease in the inner droplet diameter is principally due to
increased shear stress implemented by the continuous phase stream to the shielding phase jet interface.
Increasing the outer phase velocity manages the suppression of the oil phase jet, which also diminishes
the formation time and tends to the formation of smaller alginate droplets.

Of note, higher crosslinking phase �ow rates lead to the higher polydispersity of the size of alginate
droplets, i.e., the coe�cient of variation is larger in the condition of the higher shear rate imposed to the
forming jet of the inner phase. This can be justi�ed by the fact that the higher shear rates imposed by the
continuous phase result in the shielding phase jet stream moving away from a symmetrical shape due to
the higher instabilities on the shielding jet interface. This creates a disturbance in the formation of
alginate droplets leading to the lower monodispersity of droplets.

Effect of shielding phase �ow rate
The effects of middle phase �ow rate on the alginate droplets' equivalent diameter and size distribution
are demonstrated in Fig. 4. As shown, the increment of the shielding phase �ow rate results in smaller
alginate droplets and transition from jetting to dripping regimes. Also, the middle phase jet gets wider
whatever the middle phase �ow rate increases, and also fewer numbers of instabilities can be seen. The
decrease in the inner droplet diameter is essentially due to the larger shear stress implemented by the oil
phase stream to the inner droplet interface. Thus, it manages the suppression of the alginate phase jet,
leading it to the dripping regime and causing the formation of smaller droplets. Furthermore, the size
distribution of microdroplets is much narrower in the dripping regime (higher �ow rates of middle oil
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phase), and therefore alginate droplets had higher monodispersity than in lower �ow rates of the middle
phase and jetting regime.

Effect of alginate phase �ow rate
The increment of inner phase �ow rate led to the transition from the dripping to the jetting regimes and
also the formation of larger alginate droplets, as shown in Fig. 5. An increase in innermost phase velocity
leads to a growth in the inner phase droplet diameter. The growth in droplet diameter occurs as a result of
the increase in both inertial and viscous forces of the internal phase, which indicates more surface
tension force is expected to dominate inertia and viscous forces for the breakup process that is achieved
by larger droplets in constant surface tension states. Furthermore, due to the transition from dripping to
the jetting regime at higher inner phase �ow rates, the monodispersity diminishes as the inner phase �ow
rate increases.

Of-chip investigation of alginate microgels
We have also investigated the effect of calcium chloride concentration in the crosslinking phase
emulsion on the capability of synthesis of microgels. In order to analyze this parameter, the concentration
of calcium chloride was considered 0.1 and 1 mol/L. In low calcium chloride concentrations, non-
spherical microgels with a drop-like shape (also called the teardrop or tail-shaped) were produced (Fig. 6a
& b). The production of teardrop-shaped microgels indicated that complete gelation process or most of it
occurred outside of the micro�uidic device in the outlet tube [14], [34]. An observation that veri�es this
theory is the formation of spherical alginate droplets during our experiments. As shown in Fig. 2, the
generated alginate droplets were quite spherical, and if their gelation process happened solely in the
micro�uidic device, the produced microgels should be spherical as well. Even if the gelation process
happens partly (just a shell forms around the alginate droplets), provided that this shell has a su�cient
thickness, it can sustain the spherical shape of microgels after leaving the micro�uidic chip [35].

As represented in Fig. 6c & d, the shape of produced microgels became more spherical by increasing
calcium chloride concentration. This observation con�rms that at higher concentrations of calcium
chloride, a greater portion of the gelation process happens inside the micro�uidic device, and
consequently, microgel production shifts to a more on-chip process. This remark is presumably due to the
quicker diffusion of more calcium ions from crosslinking phase into the alginate droplets at higher
calcium chloride concentrations. Thus, this will cause faster gelation of alginate droplets, leading to on-
chip gelation of these droplets and sustaining their spherical shape after gelation.

We examined the in�uence of the outer phase �ow rate on the gelation process, as depicted in Fig. 6. As
discussed previously, the increment in the external phase �ow rate leads to the smaller alginate droplets.
Consequently, smaller crosslinked droplets can be seen in both concentrations (Fig. 6b & d compared to
Fig. 6a & c). We observed that the roundness of droplets’ shape was slightly greater in higher �ow rates of
the outer phase than the lower �ow rates. This indicated that a more signi�cant portion of the gelation
process occurred inside the micro�uidic device, and microgel generation shifts to an on-chip process.
That was predictable since the crosslinking phase �ow rate increment leads to a narrower intermediate
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shielding phase; consequently, the penetration of the crosslinking phase into the alginate microdroplets is
more readily compared to the broader middle phase jet stream conditions, and most of the gelation
process occurred on-chip.

Effect of outer phase �ow rate and calcium chloride
concentration on characteristics of microgels
The quantitative measurement of roundness and coe�cient of variation in various outer phase �ow rates
and two distinct concentrations of calcium chloride was performed and shown in Fig. 7. The increment in
the outer phase �ow rate leads to the lower monodispersed droplets, i.e., a higher coe�cient of variation.
The decreased in monodispersity can be attributed to higher shear rates in the continuous phase resulting
in a more asymmetrical shape of the shielding phase. Consequently, more disturbances affecting the
formation of alginate microdroplets, resulting in the lower monodispersity of droplets. Nevertheless, the
coe�cient of variation of droplet sizes remained under 3% for the worst condition (the highest �ow rate
of the crosslinking phase), which shows the capability of our proposed device to generate highly
monodispersed droplets.

Besides, higher �ow rates of the crosslinking phase result in more spherical alginate microgels, and this
sphericality enhances more as the concentration of the calcium chloride increases in the crosslinking
phase. Generally speaking, the roundness of alginate droplets is not acceptable in low concentrations of
calcium chloride at low �ow rates of the crosslinking phase (Q0 < 2000 μl / hr). In contrast, the roundness
is quite acceptable in all conditions of the crosslinking phase �ow rate for 1 mol/L calcium chloride
concentration (roundness is more than 0.85 in all situations).

Conclusion
In this study, the micro�uidic on-chip generation of alginate microgels using an external gelation method
was accomplished by employing a double co-�ow con�guration. A sheltered oil phase was utilized for
alginate droplet shielding, which prevents the process of emulsi�cation and gelation from taking place
simultaneously. The effects of phase �ow rates on the droplet characteristics, including equivalent
diameter and coe�cient of variation, were examined. The ability of the proposed device to produce highly
monodispersed spherical microgels was con�rmed by creating alginate microgels through external
gelation of alginate droplets shielded by the mineral oil phase with calcium chloride continuous phase at
the outlet of the device. Moreover, the impact of calcium chloride concentration in the crosslinking phase
on the gelation process was investigated. Overall, the experiment results con�rmed the ability of double
co-�ow geometry in the production of highly monodispersed spherical microgels. The proposed design is
particularly applicable for micro�uidic encapsulation of sensitive loads using microgels due to the
adopted shielding phenomenon and on-chip external gelation method.
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Figures

Figure 1

(a) Three-dimensional view of the designed double co-�ow geometry, (b) an image of the surface
pro�lometer device, and (c) results of the pro�le obtained from the surface pro�lometry.
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Figure 2

Please see the Manuscript �le for the complete �gure caption.

Figure 3

Please see the Manuscript �le for the complete �gure caption.
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Figure 4

Please see the Manuscript �le for the complete �gure caption.

Figure 5

Please see the Manuscript �le for the complete �gure caption.
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Figure 6

Please see the Manuscript �le for the complete �gure caption.
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Figure 7

Effect of continuous phase �ow rate and calcium chloride concentration on the coe�cient of variation
and roundness of alginate microgels.


